Abstract -Multihomed network is one of the most efficient configuration to improve response time of network services. However, it is hard to introduce or manage because the existing configuration methods have several problems in that they require much technical skill, involve administrative over-burden for the administrator aiid so on. In this paper, we propose a dynamic traffic sharing technique and a suitable backbone selection metrics to address some of these problems. Using the proposed technique, an appropriate backbone can be selected per connection with minimal technical skill and low administrative cost. In addition, the proposed metrics performs more efficient traffic sharing as compared to others techniques that were investigated.
Introduction
Recently, proliferation of the Internet causes a serious problem to the users in that the response time of the most Internet services, such as WWW, FTP and so on, has been getting degraded. As one technique to improve Another well-known operation method is policy-based routing [2] , which uses the pair of the source and the destination addresses for routing. With this method, outgoing traffic c,ould be sha,red by inore than one liackbones even if traffic is imbalanced. However, since the iiicoining pat,h is selected independent of the outgoing path, incoming traffic might, be congested on a ba,ckbone even in the case. This method also requires more technical skill arid a.dministrative cost, than those of BGP routing.
In this paper, we propose a dynamic traffic sharing inethod t,o solve t,liese problems. In the proposed method, while establishing a TCP connection, the router connecting to t,lie internal network aiid backbones probes the coildition of each backbone a,id then selects an appropriate one through which all t,he following packets of the connect#ion flow. Since our method does not depend on routing informat.ion from backbones, required technical skill and administrative cost are considerably low. Along with these features, the proposed method sha,res not only the outgoing traffic but also the incoming t,raffic with more t,Iian one backbones by introducing NAT (network address translation) fuiict8ioii[3].
---the response time, multihomed network, which is a kind of network connected to the Internet via more than one 2 Outline of Our Method backbones, has attracted much attention.
However, the existing operation methods of multihonied networks have some problems.
For example, BGP routing [l] , which is one of the most well-known operation method, requires much technical skill and administrative cost in exchanging the routing information with each backbone. In addition, since all the packets to the same destination go through the same backbone, traffic congestion may occur on a backbone while little traffic exists on the others especially when traffic to the same destination is outstanding.
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In this sect,ion, we describe the outline of our routing method. In the rest of this paper, we consider a LAN with two backbones, namely B l and B2 respectively'. T~P niethod can be applied to a network configured as shown in Figure 1 .
In this network, there exists a router R coiinectiiig to both backbones, where B1 is connected directly and B2 is connected with NAT function. Thus, the addresses used in the LAN are announced t o the Internet by B1, and the addresses assigned by B2 are not used in the LAN. Note that the LAN is not a transient network, i.e. no packets from B1 are forwarded t o B2 and vice versa.
Traffic Shariiig Method
O n the network coilfigured as shown in Figure I , this method shares t,rafic on TCP connectioiis originating within the LAN. As for traffic on 1 C P connections originating outside the LAN, some well known techniques such as DNS round robin[4] could be made available, therefore we do not discuss this aspect in the rest, of t,his paper. We do not consider any UDP traffic either: the current version of our program forwards all the UDP packets from the LAN t,o B l and vice versa.
In the followings, we describe how t o share the traffic along each direction.
Outgoing Traffic Sharing
As for outgoing t,raffic, the router R looks for all the packets with the SYN flag from the LAN, which request t,o establish new connections. Whenever R finds such a packet, R probes the current condition of each backbone and selects an appropriate one for that connection. Once a backbone is selected. the following packets of the connection flow on the same backbone.
'Our method could be introduced to a LAN with more than two Lackbones.
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Consequently, all the packets belonging t o a connection flow through the same backbone regardless of the direction. This implies that backbones share not only the outgoing t,raffic but also the incoming traffic.
Backbone Selection
T h e metrics for backbone selection is very important in our method since it affects efficiency of traffic sharing. In this section, we propose a new metrics and show how it could be used t o measure the current condition of backbones.
Since this riietrics is used wheii establishing a, connection, it should have the following properties.
( P l ) It indicaks the current, condition, ra,thcr t,lian the past condition, of backbones.
(P2) It can ineasurc the condition of backbones in short period and at low cost.
(P3) It, can be a,pplied to any coniiectioiis regardless of their destinations.
(P4) It iiever selects a, backbone whose path reports some failure during selection. Ori the other hand, in order t o share the load of a. virtual server with several physical servers, LocalDirector[S] selects a host as t.lie destination of each connection. Some selection criteria are available on LocalDirector, such as round robin, the number of corinections, and so on. However, since these criteria. are designed for LANs where all servers are connected in the same condition, they do no(, seem suitable for inultihomed networks. In addition, they do not, have properties P4 because they do not, check the performance of each backbone.
To solve these problems, we propose a new metrics of bxkbone selection ba,sed on connection set,-up time. With this metrics, the router tries to establish a connection through each backbone siniultaneously and selects the first, backbone through which a connection has been a.ctually established. In the followings! we show the selection procedure in detail using Figure 2 . 1. H1 sends a packet with the SYN flag (a SYN packet) t o H2 for establishing a connection.
2.
When R receives this packet, R duplicat,es it and sends its copy to each backbone. The source address of a copy for backbone B2 is translated appropriately with NAT function. 3 . R receives the first SYN+AC# packet from a hackbone and forwards it to H1, with destination address translation if necessary. Consequently, the connection is established and is associated with this backbone so that the following packets flow through the same path.
.
When R receives the second SYN+ACK packet from anot,her backbone, R discards it and sends a packet, with the RST flag (a RST packet) to H2 through the same path to cancel the connection.
An example of this procedure is depicted in Figure 3 , where B l is selected. Note that in lhis procedure, no routing infoririation is used for backbone selection.
Connection set-up time is equivalent to round trip time (RTT) measured by sending an ICMP echo packet. In fact, bot#h of them have properties P1, P2, and P4. However, as for P3, while ICMP packets may he filtered out,, SYN packets cannot be filtered out whenever a connection can be established. Thus, our metrics has all desired properties described above, including P3. To evaliiatc the performance of the proposed metrics, we implemented a, prot,ot,ype router with traffic sharing furicbion mentioned iii the previous chapters. This router was implemented 011 a PC with 430MHz Pentium I1 running FreeBSD 2.2.7R, which had three network interfaces. The rout,ing and traffic sha,riiig functions were performed by a user process, which receives all packets with dived function and forwa.rds them with B P F (Berkeley Packet Filkr) interface, without kernel modification.
Performaiic.e of the prototype router was evalua.ted in the environment shown in Figure 4 : where the router was connected to the Internet, through two ISPs (Internet service providers), referred to as ISPl and ISP2, respect'ively. The dial-up line bet,ween t,he router and ISP1, referred t o as B1, had bandwidth of561;bps (referred t o as Syni) or 28kbps (referred t o as Asym). Further, the line bet,ween the router and ISP2, referred t o as R2, had bandwidth of 56kbps in both cases.
In this environment, the client generatmecl several HTTP connections simultaneously. All HTTP connections were genera,ted by ujebj,jnmma [9] , Since the original webjamma.
was designed to keep a constant number of HTTP c.onriections a t any time, we modified it so that t,he interval of HTTP connection generation was exponentially distributed. However, it, still had restriction on the maximum number of connections, which we set to 30. The merage intervals used in the simulation experiments were 0.6, 1.2, and 1.8 seconds. In ea,ch simi~lat~ion run, 3600 URLs were given to webjamma, which were extracted from the access log of the H T T P proxy in Computer Center, Okayania [Jniversity.
In the simula.tion experiments, the average transmissiori rate per connection with the proposed metrics (referred t o as Setup) was observed. Those with the number of con- 
Simulation Results
The average transmission rate and the average rate of backbone selection of simulatioii experiments are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. The transition of the number of connect,ioiis on each backbone selection criteria in the asymmetric condit,ion is shown in Figure 5 . In all combinations, Table 1 shows that, the average trarismission rate of nietrics Setup is larger than those of others. These results could be explained by the following facts. As for rnetrics RR, B1 aiid B2 are selected alter- natively regardless of their conditions. Since a connection tends to reside on the slower backbone in a long time, so many connections are on the same (slower) backbone as showri in Figure 5 (c), and this causes the drteriorat,ion of performance. As for metrics Nconn, since both backbones are equally used at any time as shown in Figure 5 (b), its performance is better than that of RR. However, since the 0-7803-7097-1/01/$10.00 02001 IEEE faster hackbone is selected not so assertively, it does not show the best performance. On the other hand, since metrics Setup selects the faster backbone assertively a s shown in Table 2 and Eigure 5(a), it shows the best performance.
Conclusion
In this paper, we haw proposed a dynamic traffic sharing inethod with N A Y fimction and a backbone selection nietrics based on connection set-up time. The proposed method is easy to implement and performs efficient traffic sharing.
However, our method currently does iiot support. UDP traffic sharing function. Further works include development, of this function and appropriate selection nietrics for UDP traffic.
